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NEW QUESTION: 1
Refer to the exhibit.
You see the fault when configuring a global ID pool in Cisco
UCS Central. Which scenario could cause the issue?
A. The same ID is assigned to the service profiles in two
registered domains.
B. The same ID is defined in Cisco UCS Central and Cisco UCS
Manager.
C. Global service profiles consume IDs from the blocks that
have an assigned ID range qualifier.
D. The same IP address is configured in two registered domains.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
Based on the exhibit,
what does
A. X = IP
B. X = FC
C. X = FC
D. X = IP
Answer: A

the "X",
Network,
SAN, Y =
SAN, Y =
Network,

"Y", and "Z" represent in a NAS environment?
Y = FC SAN, and Z = NAS Gateway
IP Network, and Z = NAS Gateway
NAS Gateway, and Z= IP Network
Y = NAS Gateway, and Z = FC SAN

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which keyword is used in the syntax to refer to Cisco IOS XR
address-family groups, session groups, or neighbor groups?
A. apply
B. use
C. commit
D. inherit
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
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